
Five spies are in a brie�ng room getting instructions for their next missions. Figure out who is a martial arts expert.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, red

Name: Austin, James, Jason, Stan, Sterling

Country: Australia, Brazil, Germany, Libya, Russia

Accessory: clock, pen, phone, ring, umbrella

Skill: computer hacking, disguise, driving, martial arts,

parkour

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years

Austin is next to the agent wearing the Black tie.

The master of Disguise is exactly to the right of the

agent that has a spy Umbrella.

The 35-year-old agent is going to a mission on Tripoli.

James is the youngest secret agent.

The agent that is going to Australia is next to the agent

that is specialized in Parkour.

James is exactly to the right of the agent that has a

special Clock.

The spy that has an unique Umbrella is somewhere

between the 40-year-old agent and Austin, in that order.

Stan is next to the agent that is going to Asia.

Sterling is at one of the ends.

The man wearing the Red tie is 40 years old.

The spy that is going to South America is exactly to the

left of the 45-year-old spy.

Jason is exactly to the left of Austin.

The Driver expert is next to the 30-year-old man.

The 35-year-old agent is next to the agent that is going

Sydney.

The agent with advanced knowledge of Hacking is

exactly to the left of the 35-year-old man.

The spy wearing the Purple tie is next to the Geek spy.

Austin is 30.

The agent that has a special Phone is exactly to the left

of the agent that is going to Africa.

The agent wearing a spy Ring is somewhere to the right

of the agent wearing the Purple tie.

At the second position is the spy wearing the Green tie.

The spy that is going to Australia is exactly to the right

of the 30-year-old spy.
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Five spies are in a brie�ng room getting instructions for their next missions. Figure out who is a martial arts expert.

Tie: black, blue, green, purple, red

Name: Austin, James, Jason, Stan, Sterling

Country: Australia, Brazil, Germany, Libya, Russia

Accessory: clock, pen, phone, ring, umbrella

Skill: computer hacking, disguise, driving, martial arts,

parkour

Age: 25 years, 30 years, 35 years, 40 years, 45 years

Austin is next to the agent wearing the Black tie.

The master of Disguise is exactly to the right of the

agent that has a spy Umbrella.

The 35-year-old agent is going to a mission on Tripoli.

James is the youngest secret agent.

The agent that is going to Australia is next to the agent

that is specialized in Parkour.

James is exactly to the right of the agent that has a

special Clock.

The spy that has an unique Umbrella is somewhere

between the 40-year-old agent and Austin, in that order.

Stan is next to the agent that is going to Asia.

Sterling is at one of the ends.

The man wearing the Red tie is 40 years old.

The spy that is going to South America is exactly to the

left of the 45-year-old spy.

Jason is exactly to the left of Austin.

The Driver expert is next to the 30-year-old man.

The 35-year-old agent is next to the agent that is going

Sydney.

The agent with advanced knowledge of Hacking is

exactly to the left of the 35-year-old man.

The spy wearing the Purple tie is next to the Geek spy.

Austin is 30.

The agent that has a special Phone is exactly to the left

of the agent that is going to Africa.

The agent wearing a spy Ring is somewhere to the right

of the agent wearing the Purple tie.

At the second position is the spy wearing the Green tie.

The spy that is going to Australia is exactly to the right

of the 30-year-old spy.
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Agent #1 Agent #2 Agent #3 Agent #4 Agent #5

Tie ��d gr��n purp�� black bl��

Name Stan Jason Austin Ja��s S����ing

Country Braz�� Russia Germany Austr��ia Libya

Accessory pen umb����a clock pho�� ring

Skill marti�� arts driving disgui�� compu��r hacking parkour

Age 40 years 45 years 30 years 25 years 35 years
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